
Growth Groups
Travel Guide

Week of September 7-13, 2008
  Auburn, Alabama

Hey folks! I personally want to thank everyone at Journey for
your prayers, support, and encouragement as Emily and I have
entered into the world of parenthood this past week.  We’re still
adjusting, but we’re trying to settle into a new routine.  Little
Katie seems to be doing well, and mommy Emily is trying to
catch up on her rest.

In the mean-time . . . We are continuing our Velocity series this week.  As we continue to build momentum by
moving in the direction of God’s will with the speed of the Holy Spirit, we are stepping out with Courageous
Velocity this week.

• In his book, Wild Goose Chase, Mark Batterson differentiates between two kinds of courage: dumb courage
and smart courage.  He says “dumb courage” is risking something for nothing with no regard for
consequences.  There is no forethought and no real gain. He then contrasts that with “smart courage,” which
“counts the costs, assesses risk/reward ratios, and practices due diligence.”  Smart courage does the right thing
regardless of the consequences.
• Tell a “dumb courage” story from your own life.

• Tell a “smart courage” story from your own life.

• How would you compare the circumstances of each story and the impact they had on your life?

• READ: 2 Corinthians 5:5-11
• Would you say the “confidence” (or “courage,” depending on translation) Paul is talking about is

“dumb courage” or “smart courage?”

• What do you see in the passage that suggests Paul had counted the costs and assessed the risks and
rewards?

• What action did Paul take in response to his courage?

• Do you think courage is important to living life with Spiritual Velocity? Why/Why not?

• What issues are you dealing with right now that will require courage to move beyond?

• In what ways have you counted the costs, risks, and rewards for making a move in that situation?

• What is the first step you need to take in moving forward with courage and faith?
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Hey Growth Group Leaders!

I’m sure some of you were wondering if I would be able to get a Travel Guide ready for you this week.  Well, I
appreciate all the prayers, encouragement, and help Emily and I have received from Journey this week as we took
the plunge into parenthood.  Emily is trying to catch up on her rest, Katie seems to be doing well, and we’re all
trying to find a routine that will work for our family.  Please keep us in your prayers as we continue to adjust.

I really appreciate the feedback I got this past week from each of the Growth Groups.  Based on the feedback I
received, it sounds like several meaningful conversations about relationships and the importance of community with
fellow Christ-followers took place.

I am glad to see that our Growth Groups really seem to be gelling this fall.  If there’s anything we can do to help
you, let us know.

I am excited about what I’ll hear this week!

Andrew

Hey folks! I personally want to thank everyone at Journey for
your prayers, support, and encouragement as Emily and I have
entered into the world of parenthood this past week.  We’re still
adjusting, but we’re trying to settle into a new routine.  Little
Katie seems to be doing well, and mommy Emily is trying to
catch up on her rest.

In the mean-time . . . We are continuing our Velocity series this week.  As we continue to build momentum by
moving in the direction of God’s will with the speed of the Holy Spirit, we are stepping out with Courageous
Velocity this week.

• In his book, Wild Goose Chase, Mark Batterson differentiates between two kinds of courage: dumb courage
and smart courage.  He says “dumb courage” is risking something for nothing with no regard for
consequences.  There is no forethought and no real gain. He then contrasts that with “smart courage,” which
“counts the costs, assesses risk/reward ratios, and practices due diligence.”  Smart courage does the right thing
regardless of the consequences.

To help illustrate the difference between the two, Mark provides a “dumb courage” story from his teenage years.
Boys often find themselves in “dumb courage” moments around other boys.  Testosterone gets pumping, and the
“triple dog dare ya” is all the boy needs to step out with dumb courage and do whatever crazy thing they dared him
to do.  In Mark’s case, this involved running his car up on top of an embankment of hard-packed snow.  In the end,
there was no up-front consideration about what he was going to do.  There was no evaluation of the potential risks
or costs. There was no thought about a reward (other than “I did that”).  Fact is, in Mark’s case, there was really NO
potential reward, and there was a whole lot of risk.

Girls aren’t immune to the “dumb courage” disease, so we should be able to have a lot of fun with our stories:

• Tell a “dumb courage” story from your own life.



• Tell a “smart courage” story from your own life.

In contrast, “smart courage” is strategically moving forward in life by setting God-sized goals and going for it!

Generally, a “dumb courage” moment reaps no lasting rewards or benefits.  At most, a success results in a greater
risk next time, and a failure results in being more reserved next time.  Other than a great story to tell, there’s not
much more to it.

Smart Courage generally sets the tone for the rest of your life.  Even if it is a small decision in the end, the results
will shape the way you think and act in the future.  The amount of risk you are willing to face now is a direct result of
your past experiences of trying to count the cost ahead of time with the actual end results you have experienced.

As I was writing these questions, my thoughts went back to a couple of key moments in my life where I had to make
huge decisions that would totally change the course of my life one way or the other.  I had prayed through the
situations and had confidence walking in.  

In one instance, I was turning down a name-your-price job offer in order to raise financial support to attend
seminary.  I thought the decision would be hard, but the courage and confidence I found in preparation for the
moment made the decision so clear it hardly seemed like there was any other option.  Following that decision, I felt
like nothing in the world could stop me from doing what God had called me to do.

In contrast, at the end of seminary, I had an equally hard decision to make regarding where God was leading me.  I
made an extremely painful decision based on the potential risks and rewards I could see at the time.  The decision
devastated me and had me at a loss for where I should go.  It took me about five years to fully regroup, reevaluate,
build new momentum of courage, and begin to move forward again.  I believe I made the right decision at the time,
but because of the way I handled it, I lost A LOT of Spiritual Momentum that is still being felt today.  The hit my
COURAGEOUS MOMENTUM took in that circumstance had a huge and direct affect on my SPIRITUAL
MOMENTUM.

• How would you compare the circumstances of each story and the impact they had on your life?

With this question, encourage your folks to talk about how the stories they told in the previous two questions affect
their life today.  Be sure to ask them how their approach to life, later decisions they made, and ability to take risks
has been affected by that circumstance.

When you can, try to help your folks see how much more deeply the “smart courage” situations have affected their
overall approach to life as you transition into the following discussion:

• READ: 2 Corinthians 5:5-11
• Would you say the “confidence” (or “courage,” depending on translation) Paul is talking about is

“dumb courage” or “smart courage?”    (Smart Courage)

• What do you see in the passage that suggests Paul had counted the costs and assessed the risks and
rewards?

God prepared us, the Spirit is a guarantee, we must all appear before the judgement seat, we will receive what is
due for what we have done . . .

• What action did Paul take in response to his courage?

We walk by faith, not by sight . . .
We make is our aim to please him . . .
We persuade others . . .



• Do you think courage is important to living life with Spiritual Velocity? Why/Why not?

Hopefully your folks will realize by now how important courage is to living life wide open.  However, you may find
that some folks are still hesitant to step out big.  Encourage your folks to at least be there to step out with someone
else.

Jonathan had his armor bearer.  Paul had Silas, Barnabas, Timothy and others.  Shadrach, Meshach, and
Abednego were a team.  

We either need the courage to take the lead or to have the guts to go with . . .

• What issues are you dealing with right now that will require courage to move beyond?

As we conclude our discussion this week, help your folks identify some issues they have been trying to avoid, but
are keeping their lives from moving forward.

Maybe someone has problems in their marriage that they keep sweeping under the rug, hoping they will go away.
Maybe someone has bad relationships with their children or have made parenting mistakes and are reaping the
consequences.
Maybe someone knows their in the wrong major but are afraid to change for one reason or another.
Maybe someone is dating someone they know isn’t right, but they’ve grown comfortable in the relationship.
Maybe there’s a pet sin or bad habit to let go of.
Maybe God is calling someone to give their life to a ministry or mission cause.
Maybe someone needs to let go of their family ties to pursue a God-given vision.

• In what ways have you counted the costs, risks, and rewards for making a move in that situation?

The first step to creating “smart courage” is to evaluate the situation.  However, the tendency may be to evaluate
something so much we paralyze ourselves with fear . . . or, we use the evaluation stage as a delay-tactic.  If we
evaluate something to the point we have it all figured out, it doesn’t take any courage.  Courage requires a certain
level of “the unknown.”

However, the purpose of this question is to get you people moving forward by looking for potential rewards in taking
a leap of faith.

• What is the first step you need to take in moving forward with courage and faith?

Finally, as we evaluate, we eventually have to get up and do something.

I once heard a quote about prayer that I think sums up this discussion: “The only time you can pray about
something too much is when your prayers are preventing you from being the answer to your prayers.”

The idea of this quote is that sometimes we “pray about” something forever, because we’re too afraid to step out
and actually do whatever it is we’re praying about.

If you’re praying for a friend to follow Jesus, you eventually need to talk to them about Jesus.
If you’re praying about your major, you need to start looking for a major.
ETC.


